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Headlines: 

 Wolfgang Schäuble to Muslim Migrants: If You Don’t Like Europe, Leave 

 Russian MP Blasts 'STUPID' America for Helping ISIS By Bombing Syrian Base 

 US Drops Mother of All Bombs on Afghanistan 

 

Details: 

Wolfgang Schäuble to Muslim Migrants: If You Don’t Like Europe, Leave 

Muslim migrants are welcome in Germany but “have to accept our way of life,” German 

Finance Minister Wolfgang Schäuble said. If they don’t like Europe’s culture, they have made 

“the wrong decision” in moving to the continent, Schäuble said during a panel discussion in 

Berlin Wednesday evening, according to local media. “There are better places in the world to 

live under Islamic law than Europe,” he added. On the upcoming French presidential 

election, the finance minister said Germany needed “a pro-European France.” “We need 

France to hold together Europe,” he said, adding that he hoped far-right candidate Marine Le 

Pen would not become president. On Tuesday, the conservative politician said he would vote 

for independent candidate Emmanuel Macron if he were French, rather than the center-

right’s François Fillon. [Source: Politico]. 

European leaders are openly demanding Muslims must submit to Western values 

or leave. Schäuble’s remarks are reminiscent of the days of the Spanish Inquisition in 

the 15th century. Are we about to see a repeat of one of Europe’s greatest crimes 

against humanity? 

 

Russian MP Blasts 'STUPID' America for Helping ISIS By Bombing Syrian Base 

A furious Russian MP branded the United States “stupid” for their recent airstrike on a 

Syrian government airbase. Vitaly Milonov, a member of Russia's foreign relations 

committee, claimed Donald Trump was fighting in favour of Islamic State (ISIS) jihadis after 

authorising an attack of 59 tomahawk missiles on Thursday. The US President was reacting 

to a chemical attack which killed 89 Syrians, allegedly carried out by the Russian-backed 

Bashar Hafez al-Assad regime. As tensions continue to mount between the two superstates, 

Mr Milonov launched an angry tirade against the US during a BBC Radio 4 interview. 

Justifying the Kremlin’s support of the Syrian Government, the Russian MP fumed: “Russian 

aircraft are helping the legitimate government of Syria to fight terrorists. “If American soldiers 

would like to help to fight the terrorists, they’re warmly welcomed.”  Alluding to the US 

airstrike, Mr Milonov added: “Now I can see the American army with all their stupid generals, 

trying to restore the struggle between Russia and the United States. “They’re trying to help 

the Islamic State because they did this in favour of the Islamic State and any bomb being 

blown in Europe, in Russia is a result of this big American assistance to world terrorism.” 

Meanwhile, Russia and Iran have warned the US they will respond “with force” should 

America carry out any further attacks on Syria. In a joint statement released in response to 

the US attack, the group’s command centre wrote: “What America waged in an aggression 
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on Syria is a crossing of red lines.  “From now on we will respond with force to any aggressor 

or any breach of red lines from whoever it is and America knows our ability to respond well.” 

The UK’s Foreign Secretary Boris Johnson praised President Trump for showing “a resolve 

and willingness that has been sadly missing in the last few years”. He said: “We cannot miss 

this moment. It is time for Putin to face the truth about the tyrant he is still propping up." 

[Source: Daily Express] 

It is a great shame to see, Islamic lands an open ground for major powers to 

contest their supremacy. The current leadership of the Muslim world is inapt in 

repelling such nefarious ambitions of major powers. Only under the leadership of 

Khilafah Rashidah can Muslims free the Islamic lands from foreign interventions. 

 

US Drops Mother of All Bombs on Afghanistan 

GBU-43/B device targeted Isis ‘tunnel complex’ and is the largest non-nuclear bomb US 

has used in combat. Up to 36 suspected Islamic State militants were killed in Afghanistan 

when the US dropped the largest non-nuclear bomb ever used in combat, the Afghan 

defence ministry said on Friday. To target what the military described as a “tunnel complex” 

used by the Isis’s Afghanistan affiliate, the US for the first time used what the military 

colloquially calls the “mother of all bombs”, the GBU-43/B. Dawlat Waziri, an Afghan ministry 

spokesman said of Thursday’s strike: “No civilian has been hurt and only the base, which 

Daesh used to launch attacks in other parts of the province, was destroyed.”  Designed for 

destroying underground targets but not itself a deep-earth penetrator weapon, the GBU-43/B 

has the explosive yield of more than 11 tons of TNT. The massive bomb is dropped from air 

force planes and detonates before reaching the ground, resulting in an enormous blast 

radius. Only the Massive Ordnance Penetrator GBU-57, which has never been used in war, 

is a larger conventional weapon. The psychological effect on survivors or observers is 

considered an added impact of the weapon. Asked whether he had authorized the bombing, 

Donald Trump said: “Everybody knows exactly what happened. What I do is I authorize my 

military. We have the greatest military in the world and they’ve done a job as usual. We have 

given them total authorization and that’s what they’re doing and frankly that’s why they’ve 

been so successful lately.” Did this bombing send a message to North Korea? “I don’t know if 

this sends a message; it doesn’t make any difference if it does or not,” the president said. 

“North Korea is a problem, the problem will be taken care of.” He implied that China was 

“working very hard” on this issue. Army Gen John W Nicholson, the commander of US forces 

in Afghanistan, said in a statement that the GBU-43/B was the “right munition” to use against 

the Islamic State in Khorosan, or Isis-K. [Source: The Guardian] 

It is evident that the US is using Afghanistan to test the most destructible 

conventional weapons, and strike fear amongst other nations. However, it is with great 

sadness to see the present rulers of the Muslim Ummah remain silent at this crime. Do 

not they realise that America will use similar weapons on them? Do not they see what 

happened to loyal western agents such as Gaddafi, Saddam and others? 
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